How I feel about violence that its unnecessary that we should have to live like this we should learn how to solve our problems in positive ways but not negative ways because that doesn't solve any but make problems worse and make our community unsafe and that doesn't just make us unsafe but our sisters, brothers, mother and also everyone body in your community which puts other people life in danger and it's not worth risking your life and your family life but life in general. That's why instead of violence we should come together and try to solve our problems instead of shooting, stabbing, people cause that just makes people of our race Spanish, black, white. It look bad as if we have no future and education but the only things we know how to do is cause violence when really we are smarter than that we just got to learn how to forgive because we forgive us no matter what sin we commit so we should forgive because violence is taking over our community and killing young men and women over unnecessary stuff like girl, money and hood. We should stop this violence and come together cause violence is stopping us from reaching our goals and being successful. That's what I think about violence.